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ABSTRACT
E-Learning is a fast maturing domain that involves the integration of many technologies. Learning is a knowledge intensive domain. Recent trend is to develop software applications using service oriented architectures. However current learning systems have predefined learning modules and do not take into account the competency of learner and other behavioral aspects. This paper proposes a dynamic framework for e learning systems using web services that overcomes these drawbacks. The idea is to create value added services from set of existing learning services. The approach employed utilizes the principles of service orientation that lists the software resources required for a learner depending on his/her skills, learning capability and the requirement of the organization. It customizes the learning material to each ones need. This paper is dedicated to providing improved learning opportunities for the IT industry that meet the needs of employees and enhance their knowledge and expertise level for skills relevant to their role in the software team.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of Internet, information is easily shareable across boundaries and is increasingly being used in the domain of academics.

E-Learning is defined as “the delivery of a learning, training or education program by electronic means. E-Learning involves the use of a computer or electronic device (e.g. a mobile phone) in some way to, educational or learning material as stated by Derek Stockley [1]. The scope of e learning extends not only in classrooms but also in corporate places to learn new technologies or upgrade skills.

Victor Jeurissen reported that, “75% of CEOs think employee education is the most critical. Learning directly supports the top agenda of CEOs, business groups and customer responsiveness” (Moeng, 2004).

Global e-Learning expenditure stands at approximately $91bn in 2012 and is projected to grow at 23% per annum through to 2017. IBIS Capital has reviewed the global e-Learning market to identify the changes taking place and the business opportunities therein [2] Report suggests a huge potential for emerging software technologies in this domain. However in spite of huge investment, there is an absence of software delivering the right skills and knowledge at a personalized level.

SERVICE-ORIENTED computing (SOC) enables new kinds of flexible and scalable business applications and can improve the productivity of programming and administering applications in open distributed systems [8]

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) states Web services is “a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-process able format (specifically WSDL). [7]

Other systems interact with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAP-messages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards [6]

2. EXISTING SYSTEMS
2.1 Overview
Multiple online e- learning tools are available on the internet. Several methods in [3], [4], [5] describe usage of wireless sensor networks and context aware environment for elearning systems. Context aware ubiquitous learning defines a new stage of e-learning and mobile learning.

However a vast majority of these tools are web based and cannot be used across systems or devices. In paper [9], standard for the four-stage automatic composition architecture is suggested. Developers can therefore inherit classes or implement classes and interfaces in the top level as templates and for reuse, and extend them by customization for their own usage.

Information available in World Wide Web is the form of distributed and heterogeneous sources. Available tools that can help in making a good and quick selection of information we are interested in. Many of them are based on content based search taking keywords from the user. This forms the general collection of information. The system generates a kind of user independent collection of documents which are semantically similar to each other.

2.2 Current Issues
User is faced with information overload in current learning systems. Also, the system doesn’t take any input from the user to find out whether the user need is satisfied

Some of the issues faced by consumers in current e learning systems are as follows:
3. METHODOLOGY

Given the continuous evolving technologies in the Information Technology domain, the content required for training the IT practitioners and management team alike also keeps on changing at a rapid pace.

Due to this web services that can dynamically compose the most relevant technological material for a particular team member can be extremely beneficial. This can be done only after evaluating the following:

i. The current skill sets of the software team member
ii. Skills required for the particular project assigned to team member

The method for evaluating i) can be done via Web Service having a dynamic online exam set. We need to accept the user priorities first and understand what the user actually intends to learn after analyzing particular team members individual skill set.

We present to the user different forms of information as below:

(i) Skills required for the project, broad specification (probably a high level design) of the project.
(ii) Customized hyperlinks of all those documents to be read / learnt.
(iii) Technology skill based learning. Using tools is the most difficult part, and there are various issues attached to it namely compatibility, cost.

3.1 Criteria for evaluation

1. Selection Of Resource Material
2. Level of Understanding of developer
3. Study Prerequisites (According To Capability Of Learning)
4. Non-homogenous data source (text, templates, figures, tables, code, tools to name a few), distributed and dynamically changing.
5. Hyperlinks given to the documents it references.

3.2 Phases

The phases included for this system are:

1. Online Evaluation: To find current learner status
2. Assessments: In form of quiz, multiple choice question, program coding, etc
3. Resource availability: Heterogeneous metadata presented to learner at each stage

4. WEB SERVICE COMPOSITION

The proposed Elearning system composes Web services on the fly taking minimum user input and maximizes learning efficiency in a relatively small amount of time leading to decreased training costs. For e.g. a developer needs to learn only about a particular category of a sub module he is presented with resources related to only that category.
administrator and user authentication. The services that are considered as common for all LMS are kept in a separate layer. These are:

1. **Authoring web service**: Specifies the creation of digital content for a heterogeneous environment.
2. **CMS (Content Management Services)**: Used for updation, deletion or other modification of data resources and
3. **Payment web service**: May vary according to number of resources the client has subscribed to.

Initially the resources used by the training department are kept in the repository. The learner's needs are identified using online evaluation and other learner parameters. Further resources are added iteratively depending on learner's capability and requirement of the project. Learners of similar capability require same resources.
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Criteria that is fulfilled for any topic for online learning:

1. Learning goals to be understood.
2. Assessment of learning and rating must be possible for the topic.
3. Course content should start from what the learner knows to provide resources.
4. Opportunities for practice sessions
5. Instant feedback to prepare checklists to use when reviewing online course.

### 5. FACTORS CONSIDERED FOR SELECTING WEB SERVICES IN COMPOSITION SYSTEMS

The issues being faced during selection of web services in service composition systems and the proposed solution for overcoming the same for elearning scenario have been described here:

#### 5.1 Availability:

Service availability is a crucial success factor to be considered by the service provider while building applications in enterprise systems. Due to this if one component Web service becomes unavailable, the entire composite Web service is being available to the client, even if it is for a few seconds can lead to enormous losses.

Solution: If a particular resource in the e-learning domain generated as hyperlink becomes unavailable at run time the web service will automatically redirect it to alternative URI (resources) in its place.

#### 5.2 Response Time:

Web services that are have slow HTTP data request can lead to non-satisfaction of clients.

Solution: Choosing external service provider carefully after monitoring Web service response times and selecting ones with least latency issues. Less reliance on 3rd party service providers is required. Resources in form of hyperlinks can be summarized as in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource id</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Less than average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Novice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rn</td>
<td>Expert</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After providing additional resources for each category, different set of learners can be made to take the test. Table for scheduled training can be as given in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Test score level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tn</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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resources and authenticity of source thus ensuring quality resources available to learners every time

Some of the benefits of the proposed system over existing system are listed in Table 3:

Table 3. Comparison between existing proposed learning based systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proposed System</th>
<th>Existing web based Learning System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic knowledge base presented for each user</td>
<td>Prepackaged knowledge modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking of resources for each category</td>
<td>No such provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative Resources at all learning levels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalized user profile creation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. RESULT OF THE DEVELOPED PROTOTYPE

Several samples of learning results were collected to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed prototype. The developers were asked to code a certain module after using the elearning system and their code performance was measured in terms of memory (megabytes) and CPU execution speed (milliseconds). Table 4 clearly indicates a significant improvement in learning abilities before and after usage of E learning system. There is a reduction in amount of memory required and executable lines of code resulting in overall increase in efficiency.

Table 4. Learner evaluation before and after Elearning Web Service usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Execution Speed</th>
<th>ELOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Value (MB)</td>
<td>Final Value (MB)</td>
<td>Initial Value (Ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.6</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>1212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>355</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new approach to develop elearning systems that can be used for students as well as corporate sectors. The proposed approach can provide easier integration and interoperability between the various e learning modules and the data that is required from different servers. The general advantages include:

- Learner self evaluation
- Access information anytime from any device
- Decrease in learning time improving productivity

For corporate sectors, it can lead to faster development of software projects due to reduction in time for appropriate skill acquisition. Currently the framework is implemented using SOAP based services. We are working at extending the proposed framework by including REST based web service and creating service mashup. Certain architecture modules need to be studied in greater depth for more reliable composition.
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